
Highlights

Today's
the

day-
For prospective students to visit

morning classes - hope y'all had
fun...and to encounter "The
Academic Experience" with
faculty members in 200 Clough at
1:30 ... and to learn about our
student organizations (like the
Sou'wester) and ....

Tonight's
the

night-
Uncommon House in the Pub

at 9:00 p.m. honoring the
prospective students. Come
encourage Jay Haynes and Bo
Butler, Gina Webber, The Quartet,
Ray Methvin. Pack Matthews and
Rusty Johnson, Leslie Phillips and
Matthew Smith, Michelle Walker,.
Michael Fredman, John Schultz
and Chuck Cassion, Pat Gladney,
Don Linke and Paul Williford,
John Jernigan and Melissa
Appleton and Buddy Eason and
Pack Matthews, Dorothy Sanders
and maybe even some other good
folks.

Saturday
Prospective students leave - a

lot of them will be back so any
friendships/romances that formed
may be renewed or rekindled in the
fall. Also - "Naked City" in the Pub.
Lys Anderson says that Pat
Gladney says that they are a
"funking and rockin" band. Well
all right.

Monday

"A Show of Hands" by Theatre
of the Deaf - watch for notices and
more info.

Tuesday

Tuesday night entertainment -
An all-new time for movies...8

o'clock in FJ-B. For 50¢ come see
"Lenny." Dustin Hoffman starring
with Valerie Perrine and Jan
Miner re-enacting the life of Lenny
Bruce. Interviews intermeshed
with Hoffman's stage perfor-
mances not only explore Bruce'
professional career but also delve
into his private life. Directed by
Bob Fosse, 1974, rated R.
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Board approves Duff as dean
A nationwide search for a vice

president and dean of South-
western At Memphis came to a
close Friday when the college's
Board of Trustees approved the
nomination of Dr. Gerald Duff to
fill the post.

Dr. Duff was the unanimous
choice of the search committee and
his nomination was endorsed by
the faculty and by President James
H. Daughdrill Jr.

Nearly upset Tulane

Dr. Duff, currently chairman
of one of the country's leading
English Departments at Kenyon
College in Gambier, Ohio, will
finish the academic year at Kenyon
and join Southwestern in the
summer, according to President
Daughdrill.

Close to 150 applications were
received for the position. But the
ten-member search committee
made up of five faculty members

along with one representative each
from administration, student body,
alumni and trustees, considered
Dr. Duff the most qualified
individual.

"Gerald Duff is chairman of
the truly outstanding English
Department at a fine institution,"
said President Daughdrill. Like
Southwestern, Kenyon College is a
highly regarded college of liberal
arts and sciences.

Lynxcats reaching for the top
by Ed Archer

NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 23.
Police in New Orleans were still
looking today for two men wearing
black and white shirts. They are
accused of raping the entire
Southwestern basketball team in a
game Tuesday night against
Tulane. These men should be
considered dangerous by all people
who desire fair basketball games.

"We expect to go to the play-
offs, and if we don't we will feel like
we have failed."

This seems to be the attitude of
Southwestern's basketball team
this year after the Lynxcats nearly
upset Division I Tulane Tuesday
night in New Orleans.

Tulane is a member of the
Metro Conference and gives full
athletic scholarships to its players.
Although losing 87-82, the Lynx
showed themselves to be one of the
best teams in the nation, Division 3
or not.

SAM could probably have won
the game, but extremely poor
officiating at the beginning and
end of the game tilted the otherwise
even game in the favor of Tulane.
The players said they felt cheated
out of a game which they thought
they should have won, but they
would not allow that to get them
down.

"A loss is a loss," said center
Mike O'Keefe, "but we gained a lot
of confidence down there. We are a
proud team, and our pride was only
strengthened because we were able
to play so well against them."

"We proved that we belong," he
said.

SAM used a two-three zone
defense most of the game, before
switching into a man-to-man in the
second half. At intermission the
Lynx led 38-36, primarily because
of the excellent outside shooting of
Bobby Alexander, who ended up
with 15 points. The score see-sawed
back and forth until SAM went
behind for good at 44-42 with 16:02
remaining in the game.

The Lynx were out-sized by the
Green Wave, but they still
managed to play a tough inside
game and excellent defense overall.
They lost the rebounding battle by
only 33-27, a remarkable
accomplishment considering
Tulane's size.

Tulane was forced to play
brilliantly, hitting 66% from the
field, with freshman Daryl Moreau
sinking 11 of 12 from way outside.

Mike O'Keefe led all scorers
with 28 points, most of these
coming inside against the physical
Green Wave. Kurt Wyckoff was
everywhere: scoring 26 points,
grabbing 9 rebounds, and hustling
to wherever the ball happened to
be. Guard Matt Bakke handled the
ball brilliantly, and was also all
over the court. Ned Hill and Tim

Mike O'Keefe reaches high for the tip in Tuesday night's game
against the Green Wave of Tulane. Photo by Adam Bate

O'Keefe played super in their
reserve roles.

This year's Lynxcats have
proved themselves to be the best
basketball team in SAM's history.
They are presently ranked fifth in
the nation for NCAA Division 3
schools with a 13-2 record. The
team is led by junior co-captains
Mike O'Keefe and Mark Wendel.
O'Keefe is in the top five in the
nation in scoring for Division 3. As
a team, the Lynx are first in the
nation in scoring total, and third in
margin of victory.

Coach Herb Hilgeman has
developed a balanced offense
around the 6'5" O'Keefe, who is
frequently double-teamed. With the
opponents keying on O'Keefe at
center, the other players are able to
demonstrate that the Lynx are
loaded with talent.

Wendel at 6'4" has proved to be
a physical rebounder and scoring
threat when the points are needed.
Playing forward with Wendel is
junior Kurt Wyckoff, whose

constant hustling is a major part of
the team's success.

The guards are third-year
starter Alexander and Bakke..
Their ability to get the ball
downcourt and run the Lynxcat
offense has enabled them to control
the flow of the game.

When faced with a zone
defense, Bakke and Alexander
easily hit 20 and 25 footers while
O'Keefe, Wyckoff, and Wendell are
able to provide the points when a
man-to-man defense allows them to
prove the excellence of their inside
game. Substitutes Hill, and
freshman O'Keefe provide superb
help when called upon.

The Lynxcats usually run a
man-to-man defense. A 2-2-1 and 1-
2-2-1 zone press add to the strong
defense. The press has proved to be
a major component of the team's
success, forcing the opposing
teams into making many costly
turnovers. It is this tight defense
which has made SAM high in the
margin of victory statistics.

"Dr. Duff will bring to
Southwestern the qualities of
leadership, vision and excellence
that will strengthen Southwestern
now and in the future," President
Daughdrill continued.

Dr. Duff is a widely published
poet and winner of a number of
writing fellowships and awards.
Besides chairing Kenyon's large
English Department, Dr. Duff has
been an associate professor of
English at Kenyon since 1972.

His teaching experience also
includes an assistant professor-
ship at Vanderbilt and visiting
professorships at the University of
Exeter, England, and Western New
Mexico University.

The dean's position became
vacant with the resignation of
Charles O. Warren Jr. in June,
1979. He left to assume the post of
dean of arts and sciences at State
University of New York at
Plattsburgh.

Southwestern's vice president
and dean of the college is
considered the number two officer
in charge, with direct responsibi-
lity to the college president. He will
be the only vice president of the
college and will serve on the
college's newly structured
administrative cabinet.

The cabinet, reorganized in
November, is the president's top
advisory body. Other members of
the cabinet are dean of enrollment
Lloyd Templeton, dean of college
resources Ron Yarbrough and
acting dean of students Bo
Scarborough.

As the new dean of the college,
Dr. Duff will direct all academic
programming and planning, the
curriculum, student advising and
the administration of faculty
personnel. In addition he will be in
charge of the college's computer
center, continuing education
program, grant proposals, the
library, office of the registrar and
the college-owned radio station
WLYZ-FM.

Dr. Duff holds his Ph.D. from
the University of Illinois. He
earned his master's degree from the
University of Arkansas and his
bachelor's degree from Lamar

University.

Gooch gift
enhances
endowment

Southwestern At Memphis has
received the largest single gift in
the history of the college, according
to President James H. Daughdrill
Jr.

The announcement was made
to the Board of Trustees of the
college this morning in the opening
session of their winter meeting.

The bequest of approximately
$2 million was given by Mrs. Boyce
A. Gooch who died December 14. In
her will she left a major portion of
her estate -- her East Parkway
home and gardens, other real
estate and extensive stock holdings
-- to the college.

To date, the largest gift from
an individual to the college was in
the range of $1 million, given in
1976 by the late Mrs. Mary Wilson
White of Pulaski, Tennrr., according
to Winton Smith, Southwestern's
legal counsel and director of the
college's estate planning program.

continued on page 3
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Rob Threlkeld

Ellen Foley suffocated by
background "wall of sound"

by Jeff Horn But in practice, "Night Out" is
In Edgar Allen Poe's short anything but perfect. The

story, "The Cask ofAmontillado", production is terrible. Foley's
a man builds a.brick wall to entomb singing is almost completely lost in
his arch-enemy in a wine cellar. On the overproduced instrumentation,
"Night Out," co-producer Mick and on more than a few occasions,
Ronson and Ian Hunter inflict a even the background vocals drown
similar fate on Ellen Foley by her out. I don't know how this
building a "wall of sound" capable album was released with the mix as
of imprisoning her impressive it is. Someone along the line should
voice, totally ruining her first solo have realized that the alleged "star
venture. of the show" can't be heard.

As she proved on Meat Loafs Only on the first cut, "Don't
"Paradise by the Dashboard Let Go", is Foley able to escape the
Light," Ellen Foley is a powerful suffocating musical arrangements.
singer, not only as a background Backed only by a piano, she's
vocalist but also a solo performer. finally allowed to cut loose, no
In theory, this album appears like holds barred.
the perfect vehicle for her. For the The problem is that "Don't Let
most part, the choice of material is Go" is a lousy song, easily the
excellent and the musicians a worst on the album. After suffering
hardy, proven lot. Putting the through almost two full sides
projection in the hands of Ronson of confused, cluttered mess, this
and Hunter, both of whom also final irony is a little hard to take.
play on the record, must have
seemed at the time like a stroke of Obviously, I don't recommend
genius, especially when one this record. "Night Out" could have
considers their past triumphs, been a great album, but through
(Witness Ronson's worth with either incompetence, which I
David Bowie, and both men's doubt, or gross lack of judgement
contributions to Hunter's latest on the part of the producers, it is
solo album.) nothing more than worthless junk.

Dear Ed,
Well, here we are at the start of

a new decade. Now is the time when
we are assaulted by a deluge of
articles about where we have been
for ten years, and where we will be
going in the next ten. Since this
esteemed publication has not had
any such articles, I would like to
rectify this immediately.

The decade of the 70's has seen
a lot of changes on college
campuses throughout the U.S. This
decade began with the massacre of
unarmed students by National
Guardsmen at Kent State and
Jackson State. Riots and rebellion
were rampant and hardly a day
passed without a protest occuring
somewhere.

Things did not start to quiet
down until after our forces were

by Elizabeth Daugherty
& Gail McKnight

She grew up two years in one
week.

Freshman Kate Fogleman just
returned from a week long Social

Change Conference sponsored by
the World Council of Churches. The
theme of the conference, which was
held in Oaxtepec, Mexico, was the
family.

"I think definitely everyone
that went there was deeply
affected," said Kate.

According to Kate, her
nomination to the conference was
unexpected. Several friends of her
family are on the council, and they
nominated her to be the only North
American youth delegate to the
council. In preparation for the
conference, Kate said that she did a
little bit of reading and a whole lot
of thinking.

The week began for Kate with
a rude shock, as she found herself
separated from the rest of the
Americans. She was put into
groups of youths, ages 11 to 23,
from other countries. Only five
English speaking countries were
represented on the council.

The Americans were rejected
at first, Kate said. There was a
great deal of prejudice between
countries, especially with the
delegates' preconceived ideas of
pushy, bossy Americans.

Toward the middle of the week,
according to Kate, the people
started listening to one another,

withdrawn from the debacle of
Vietnam. This scarring incident
will not soon be forgotten, and the
experience started a process of
emotionally draining the
American public. America had
lost its first war (although
"honorably" done), and it was soon
to lose a President to disgrace.
Watergate completed the
emotional drain.

It has taken many years for us
to recover from this. We received a
slight lift during the bicentennial
celebrations, although it was
almost smothered by an avalanche
of cheap red, white, and blue
trinkets -- the kind Stuckey's excels
at. Only now, with the crisis in Iran
and Afganistan, are we starting to
get some feeling back into our

seeking understanding of one
another, and looking for answers.

The majority of the discussions.
dealt with the Latin American
countries, simply because of their
majority in number. Kate said that
the biggest problem was in
reaching the Latin Americans, in
convincing them that Americans
do care, and are aware and
concerned about their poverty.

"I had to pound into their
heads that I care...then there was a
kind of realization that came," she
said.

She talked to a young Mexican
boy who is eleven years old and
four feet tall. He doesn't get much
to eat, and he lives in a cardboard
shack, half the size of a dorm room
in Williford Hall, with his four
sisters and his aunt. His parents
are dead. He didn't have time for a
childhood; he had to grow up in
order to survive.

"That boy knows so much
more about being an adult.than I
will ever know," she said.

Then there was the young girl
from Jamaica who had never heard
of the Soviet's troops in Cuba last
summer. And the East German
who was allowed to attend the
conference only because she has
four young children and a husband
to whom she is very emotionally
attached. The East German
government was assured that she
would return to Germany after the
conference. Whenever anyone
asked her about East Germany she
cried for her children.

Kate feels that the answer to
the problems of communication
and understanding with South
American countries is for people to
start listening and not be afraid of
what they are hearing. The
desperate poverty in the Latin
American countries needs serious
attention. The South Americans
want freedom from their severe
poverty so desperately that they
are willing to take revolutionary
actions to get it.

Kate feels that there is a
different and less violent answer to
the problems. In a report about the
conference sent to the council she
says:

"The answer for children, for
parents, for the world, mainly, is in
listening. If all of us can just open
our eyes and ears and let down our
mental barriers and see the
realities of this world, help can
begin. Education, ha! I have met
many Latin American children
who know more about being an
adult from their sheer poverty than
I'll ever know just from being
where I'm from. They are not the
ones lacking the education about
life, we are. We must not be afraid
of that of which we are ignorant.
We are all God's creatures and we
are all potentially good. Itis in us to
do something about the world's
social and economic problems, we
must remember from the start, that
no good deed is too small."

political selves.
Throughout this process, the

college campuses have reflected
these changes. We started out
radical and idealistic, and after
that idealism was crushed, we
turned to more mundane and
practical problems, such as nuclear
power.

Despite the change and
evolution going on in most areas of
the college, there is one sector that
has changed little. All empirical
evidence suggests that it has
remained basically the same, with
only superficial changes, from 1970

until now. I am, of course, referring
to the Refectory.

During my four years here, I
have seen three different food
services. As far as I can recall,
there has been no difference in
quality, certainly no improvement.
They all have had a special meal
about once a week, that amounts to
taking the same old food and
placing it on a long table that
serves no purpose, except to get in
the way. Some people have
offhandedly commented that the
only specialty of the Refectory is
keeping them regular.

I do have to admit that I have
had some good times in the

building, such as when a band
plays, or a movie is shown, or when
Spiderman used to run through.

But these good times do not excuse
the deplorable situation last
Monday. First, at lunch, I was told
that I could not get a bowl of chili,
instead I would have to get a chili
dog. After I finally convinced them
that this was ludicrous, the chili I
got looked like beans with a meat
sauce. Then, at supper, they served
the most disgusting meal I have
seen all year. The "apple fritters"
looked like lumps of dough fried in
fat, the "fish" appeared to have
been left over from a fish kill, and
the "turkey", well, let's just say I
had rather not catch whatever this
poor bird had.

Can we allow this atrocious
situation continue? Or are we going
to demand our rights, such as
cheese for the salads? We must be
heard, and we shall be heard! Make
your voice known now, or it may
not stop.

Wrathfully,
Robert Bush

Dear Box,
As a member of Southwes-

tern's chapter of CLAW (Carbucle
Lovers Association-Worldwide), we
have been stupidified with the
indifference I have received since
the Shopper's Guide article of Jan.
19. We seem to remember a section
of the Shopper's Guide last spring
dealing with a used refrigerator for
sale on campus. Not only that,
Southwestern and the use of tooth-
brushes have been in association
for years.

Furthermore, that is not the
point I wish to make. The objective
of CLAW is to conduct fund-raising
events for local hospitals. I have
already been in contact with Floyd
Wimpleton and he will now grow a
large, yellow carbuncle on his right
thigh as a result. We will also
sponsor a Carbunclathoi third
term on the Whiteball court with
novice and expert divisions.

It is painfully obvious that
some students have not taken the
time to understand what CLAW is
all about. Several local clinics and
even Prince Mongo are willing to
take us seriously. By Easter, we
intend to spread carbuncles all the
way from Glassell to Voorhies.
Som e:;in the .Southwestern
community nay still'pysterize us
and look upon us a aa sore, but by
next spring they will see just how
serious we are. Southwestern's
chapter of CLAW will bring the
college respect because we "fester
for fun".

Infectiously yours,
Omega Omega Zeta Eta- SAM's.

Chapter of CLAW

Fogleman encounters mental
barriers at conference

I
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Curriculum Committee
approves Connections

Larry Rice, Jim Whitlock, and Charlie Cobb discuss their impressions of the day devoted to Board/Campus

interaction and discussion. photo by John Peeples

Prospectives view Southwestern
by Rob Threlkeld

About 200 prospective students
from all around the country arrived
on campus Thursday for a two day
symposium entitled "The College
Experience: An Introduction to the
Liberal Arts and Sciences." The
program is geared toward high
school seniors who are faced with
the difficult task of deciding the
way to pursue their education.

The program will serve to
acquaint the prospective student
with the goals of a liberal arts
education, its relationship to career

opportunities, and its value as a
personal experience. The
weekend's activities will serve to
thoroughly introduce South-
western to the prospective student.

After registration and dinner
on Thursday, a panel of

Southwestern students lead a
discussion entitled "Why I Chose
Southwestern and What You Can
Expect Here." After the discussion
they attended informal gatherings
in individual Residence Hall
Commons. Today, they will be
allowed to attend classes of their

own choices and interest, thus
giving them the opportunity to get
a taste of Southwestern's academic
life. Directly after lunch, selected
members of the faculty will discuss
the value of a liberal arts and
sciences education. Meetings with
individual members of the various
academic departments will follow,
giving the prospective student an

opportunity to ask particular
questions. They will be taken on

tours of the campus facilities, and
will be introduced to other aspects
of the Southwestern curricula,
including directed inquiries,
tutorials, foreign study, undergrad-
uate research, and the Honors
program. Between 4:00 and 5:00 on
Friday afternoon the prospective
students will have a chance to meet
with representatives of extra-
curricular organizations on
campus, including the Kinney

Program, Dilemma, the Black
Student Association, the S.G.A.,

the Honor Council, and Publica-
tions as well as representatives
from athletics and the counseling
center. Entertainment is planned
for the evening, with the
Southwestern Players and the

Southwestern Singers performing
in Hardie Auditorium from 7:00 to

8:30. At 9:00 p.m. there will be an

Uncommon House in the Pub, with
music performed by Southwestern
students. The only event planned
for Saturday is a meeting in the
morning for those students
interested in applying for financial
aid. Transportation will be

provided to the airport and bus
station from 9:00 - 12:00. (Anyone

who would like to lend a hand with
transportation to and from the
airport and bus station please stop
by the Admissions office. Any help
would be greatly appreciated.)

The entire weekend is filled

with enough activities to
sufficiently introduce the
prospective student to the campus
and its goals as a liberal arts
institution. The success of the
symposium depends greatly on the
total cooperation of Southwestern
students. If a prospective student
looks lost, stop and give him
assistance. Take some time to talk
to them if you have time, and point
out important places on campus.

The SGA Budget Committee
will be meeting to discuss several
requests from student organiza-
tions and asks that others
planning to request funds either
later'this term or during Term III"'
submit estimates of their needs.

These estimates will help the
Committee to assess current
requests relative to future needs.
Please be as specific as is possible
to ensure that enough information
is available to the committee to
determine the likelihood of future
grants. These estimates are purely

for planning purposes, and a

formal, itemized request to Karen

Hammer must still be submitted

later.

Please submit all estimates

and formal requests to Karen

Hammer (box #243) by noon, Jan.

28. Those not turning in proposals

at this date will not be precluded
from making formal requests

later, although they face the risk

that the funds will no longer be

available when they do choose to

submit requests.

The Curriculum Comnittee
has granted approval to
Connections, an interdiscipli-
nary course in which the
interaction between technology
and society will be examined as a
preparation for Dilemma March
13-16. Developed by Professors
Barnhardt and Walters, the course
should enhance the effectiveness of
Dilemma by offering students a
source of information on the
central theme of Dilemma '80, as
well as a forum for discussion of
this crucial topic.

Student research
summer grant
announced

The faculty development
committee recently announced

that it will award two grants for

student research and creativity
this summer. The awards are for
$760 each.

Students from all disciplines
are eligible, providing that they
have completed 60 hours of
academic credit before the program
begins.

Recent recipients of the award
were LiLi Chung, Susan Olsen and
Martha Mead in 1978; Shannon
Williams and Brian Thompson in
1979.

Applications must be received
by February 29. For more
information and an application,
contact Prof. Ruffin in Palmer 8,
next to Theatre 6. The winner will
be announced on March 14.

Cornish to add to Dilemma 'future'
by Steve Kidwell

The "science" of predicting the
future would seem, in my opinion,
to be an impossible task. Yet it is

that task to which Edward Cornish
has dedicated his life. Mr. Cornish
is president of the World Future
Society, an organization concerned
with the study of alternative
futures. The society's current
membership is around 50,000, and
includes many prominent scholars
and world leaders. Mr. Cornish is
also editor of the society's

magazine, The Futurist. His

years of studying the interactions
of society and technology should
prove to be an informative and
thought-provoking contribution to
Dilemma '80.

Edward Cornish has been a

member of the journalism
community in some capacity since
birth. He was born in 1927, the son
of an editor of the New York

Herald Tribune. He attended
Harvard and majored in social
psychology. His career in
journalism began at the bottom;

copyboy for the Washington

Star. He rose through the ranks
and in 1951 joined the United Press

Associations, now United Press
International. He served the
agency's bureaus in several
American cities, as well as London,
Paris, and Rome. In 1957 he joined
the National Geographic Society
as a science writer. In this capacity,
his articles were published in
hundreds of papers across the
country. His interest in the impact
of technology on society entitled

The Futurist, which elicited a
favorable resopnse. Later that year
the World Future Society was
organized, and The Futurist
became its regular publication in
early 1967.

In 1969 Mr. Cornish's
presidential and editorial duties led
him to become a full-time
"volunteer" for the society; in other
words, the society couldn't afford to
pay him a regular salary. He
supported his family on savings
until early 1970, when he was hired
as a consultant by the White House
National Goals Research Staff. He
held this position for two months,
until the completion of the research
staffs report. He then returned to
his duties with the World Future
Society, this time with a salary. In
1975 Mr. Cornish and the society
compiled a report for the
government on the new field of
"future studies". The report

eventually became The Future: A

Guide to Information Resources,
which provides a wealth of refer-
ences for anyone interested in
"futurism". Mr. Cornish's next
project was a book of his own-The
Study of the Future: An- Intro-
duction to the Art and Science of

Understanding and Shaping
Tomorrow's World was published
Tomorrow's World which was
published in 1977.

Mr. Cornish believes that the
1980s will be a time of upheaval, of
dramatic shifts in current trends.
We are only three weeks into the
new decade, and already his views
have proved to be painfully valid.
Says Cornish, "The world seems to
have entered a phase in which

some key trends have lost their
force and the structure of many
institutional arrangements has
been seriously undermined...The
relative decline in the power of the
United States...has led to new
uncertainties about the stability of
the international order...the
resulting tensions could lead to
serious confrontations and
breakdowns that would greatly
alter the world..." Iran and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
have proved the accuracy of that
prediction.

To Edward Cornish and the
futurists of the World Future
Society, "the future" cannot be
fixed. Mr. Cornish states that,
"Perhaps the most important
insight that futurists can offer is
that the future cannot be
predicted...Many different
'futures' may develop out of the
present moment in which we are
living." Futurists therefore
recommend exploration of several
"alternative futures". They use
three basic scenarios: the so-called

"standard," "optimistic," and

"pessimistic" forecasts. The
standard forecast is based on the.
continuation of present trends,
while the optimistic and
pessimistic forecasts postulate,
obviously, movement in either a
favorable or unfavorable direction.
The purpose of these varied
approaches is, according to
Cornish, "...to see the future as a
domain of possibilities rather than
as a realm of fixed realities that we
can do nothing to change." It is a
role of futurists, then, to supply
society with insights and
alternatives for us to utilize'in our
efforts to create a better world.

It is as one of Ameria's
leading futurists that Edward
Cornish comes to Southwestern, to
share his knowledge and expertise
with us as part of Dilemma '80. I
think that we owe it to ourselves
and to our future to listen to what
he has to say.

T'Ih course will consist of
twelve: class meetings, each two
hours in length. The themes of the
course will be presented and
developed through readings and a
series of ten films, collectively
titled Connections. A one-hour
discussion period will follow each
film. The class will be worth one
hour of credit, and a term paper is
required. For more information as
to meeting times,etc, contact Dr.
Barnhardt, 219 Physics Tower, or
Dr. Walters, 404 Clough. Class size
will be limited to 20, so enroll as
soon as possible.

The theme of Dilemma,
namely the interaction of

technology and society, is a
question of tremedous importance
to anyone. Connections will
undoubtedly widen any student's
grasp of the intracacies of the
question, and deserves the
consideration of anyone planning
to participate in Dilemma. And

that should be everybody.

Gooch gift
from page 1

The Gooch gift, therefore,
doubles the size of the largest gift
ever given the college by an
individual, Smith said.

The Gooch bequest is
unrestricted. It will be directed to
the college's general endowment
which supports the ongoing
operation of Southwestern --
faculty salaries, scholarship aid,
laboratory and library acquisitions
and research. The Gooch gift will
boost Southwestern's overall
endowment by around 20 percent,
according to Daughdrill.

In announcing the gift,
Daughdrill said, "Mrs. Gooch's gift
expresses more than anything else
her love of Southwestern and of the
young people the college serves.
That love was fully reciprocal and
the college has lost one of its most
cherished friends with the death of
Boyce Gooch."

Mrs. Gooch was the wife of the
late Cecil M. Gooch, head of one of
the South's largest lumber
companies. Both of the Gooches
were active philanthropists,
providing scholarship aid to
thousands of college students,
hundreds of those enrolled at
Southwestern.

They were co-founders of the
C.M. Gooch Foundation for
financial aid to students. In 1969
with the death of Mr. Gooch, the
Gooch Scholarship Fund was
established. Southwestern receives
a 20 percent share of the income
from this fund which provides
financial assistance to needy
students.

Beyond their interest in
education, the Gooches were active
supporters of the Presbyterian
Church and long-time members of
Idlewild Presbyterian. As an
institution affiliated with the
Presbyterian Church, U.S., and as
a college of the highest academic

standard, the Gooches were

dedicated to the mission of
Southwestern.

Mrs. Gooch received her degree
from Vassar College. She was
awarded an honorary doctorate in
humanities from Southwestern in
1975 , and was -- as she put it -- a
great "Southwestern fan."

At the time of her doctorate
presentation President Daughdrill
said of Mrs. Gooch, "Everything
Mrs. Gooch touches grows in
beauty and inr val e, whether it be
art, flowers or the4rung men and
women whose lives she has helped

enrich with education."

In addition, Mrs. Gooch was a
former director of the Memphis
Academy of Arts and a National
President of the American
Association of University Women.

SGA budget committee
to discuss requests
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Lynx victorious in action last week

photo by John Peeples

Lady Lynxcats post big victory
By Dawn McGriff

The Lady Lynxcats claimed a
victory over Sewanee Friday
afternoon for their biggest win thus
far in the season. Down 26-20 at
halftime, the Southwestern team
came back with 31 points in the
second period to top the Tigers 51-
46. Leigh Walton led all scorers

with 20 points, while Jess Couch

and Madeline Watson added 9 and

8 for the Lynxcats respectively.
On Tuesday night, Jan. 15,

SAM entertained Fontbonne
College of Missouri, soundly
defeating them 52-31. South-
western pulled out to an early lead
and maintained it throughout the
game. High scorers were Leigh

Walton with 19, Leslie Burton, also
in double figures with 10, and
Madeline Watson with 8 points.

In other action, the South-
western women traveled to Freed-
Hardeman Jan. 21 where they

suffered a 83-40 defeat. In that
game, Leigh Walton scored 16
points, Jess Couch had 7, and
Molly McLemore and Leslie Burton
each added 5 for SAM.

The Lady Lynxcats are now 4-4

overall and are very optimistic
about the remainder of the season.

Senior Leigh Walton commented,

"We beat Sewanee, and we have
two conference games this
weekend. If we can put these
together, I really think we'll be able
to take state." Freshman Leslie

Burton added, "We're 1-1 in

conference competition. We work

well together, and if we play 'heads
up' basketball, we have an
excellent chance at a champion-
ship."

The Southwestern women will
be on the road this weekend to take
on Bryan College and Sewanee,
both conference teams.

Ring Style
Men's Traditional
Men's Contemporary
Men's Signet
Women's Fashion
Women's Signet

Was (Until Jan. 28)
$225.00
$154.00-164.00
$172.50
$102.00
$111.00

by Rick Cartwright

Maryville - Jan. 19
The once beaten Lynxcats

disposed of the Maryville Scots
Saturday night 85-64, handing the
East Tennessee team their second
Southwestern engineered defeat
this week.

The Lynx took the lead easy
but let the Scots pull within two
points by the half. SAM led 38-36 at
the end of the first period.

However, the Cats put on one
of their best second half drives of
the year, totally dominating the
Scots for the rest of the game.
Junior Kurt Wyckoff was the
standout player of the night
snagging nine rebounds. He was
also the hot hand of the evening
hitting 6 of 7 from the field and 10
of 11 foul shots.

However, high scorer again
was Mike O'Keefe, shooting 29

points, making the 11th game he

Illinois - Jan. 17
The nationally ranked

Lynxcats extended their winning
streak by beating Illinois College
89-75 January 17 in the Gym.

The Lynx went into high gear
with 10:40 left in the game,
outshooting Illinois 17-4 in the next
six minutes to extend their lead
from 3 to 16 points.

Coach Hilgeman played the
whole squad during the game,
giving the younger Lynxcats
valuable playing experience. Four
Lynx were in double figures, led by
season high scorer Mike O'Keefe
with 28 points, followed by
standout Mark Wendel with 22 and
Matt Bekke with 12. Freshman Tim
O'Keefe put 10 points on the board.
The best SAM rebounder was Mark
Wendel who pulled down 10.

New Price
$340.50
$215.00-225.00
$249.50
$131.50
$149.50

Shop 8:30-4:00 Mon.-Fri.

has lead in that department. Other
Lynx in double figures were
Wyckoff with 22, Mark Wendel
with 11, and Matt Bakke with 10.

The Lynxcats were awesome
from the foul line sinking 33 of 39
shots for a phenominal 84.6%
average.

KA, SN, capture intramural volleyball crowns
The A and B volleyball titles

were determined last Thursday
and Sunday. Kappa Alpha
defeated a tough ATO squad two
games to one to take the A league
championship while Sigma Nu
defeated the previously undefeated

and highly favored Bookbinders (2-

1) for the B league honors.
In the A league game, both

teams had beaten the pre-

tournament favorites, with ATO

defeating the Parasites (2-1) while
KA drove past Sigma Nu A squad
15-10, 15-7. In the championship
match, KA lost the first game 15-12
but roared back to take the next two

games and the match 15-6, 15-7.
Standout KA players included
Bruce LeForce, Steve Garrett, and

Craig Davis. The ATO standouts
were Cal Warfield and David, "Big

Red" Landrum.
The B league match on Sunday

afternoon saw the highly touted
Bookbinders fall to a hot Sigma Nu
squad led by Jim Batey. The
Bookbinders seemed to have some
communication problems on the

court while the Nu's had their game
together.

As volleyball season closes,
Intramurals now turn to
basketball. It looks as if the A
league championship will be a
battle between the perenially

powerful Mean Machine and a
tough alumni team led by recent
alumni Joe Hyrka and Willie
Hulon. B league KA and the
Virgins (?!?), led by Ron Majoris
and Wayne Hoye, appear to be the
teams to beat. However, several

Virgins on the roster may have
eligibility problems. The C league
field is too thick to call a winner

just yet.
problems. The C league field is to
thick to call a winner just yet.

LSAT * MCAT * GRE
GRE PSYCH * GRE BIO

GMAT * DAT * OCAT. PCAT
VAT* MAT* SAT* TOEFL

NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG * FLEX * VQE

NDB * NPB I * NLE

SnQMj4 KPlAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation SpecialistsSince 1938

For information. Please Call:

458-6401
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KA's Bobby Eason spikes as ATO David Landrum sets for the
return. photo by John Peeples
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SOUTHWESTERN
-at-MEMPHIS BOOKSTORE

Class Ring Prices Soar!!
To Beat The Latest Price Increase
Order Your Art Carved Class Rings

- Order Before January! Greasy Burgers, Greasy Joint,
Greasy Sounds. Still with the Best

Jukebox in town.

Shrimp Best
O.B.G. Juke!

725-4946
HOURS: 4-2

MURPHY'S
1589 Madison
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